“I have come to this planet to witness
the Humans destroy all life on Earth.”
Welcome to the world of RUNAH’s latest single
‘Entropy’…
Partially created before Ireland’s lockdown and
partially created after, the video is influenced by
comic books. Directed and edited by Robert
Montgomery and produced by Picture Mode.
In order to tell the story of Entropy RUNAH
created a comic book to go with the video. The
story follows strange twists and echoes of
RUNAH’s life long fascination with the human
experience and the deep heart break of our
effect on the planet we call home.
‘We wanted to tell a story that echoes much of
the human experience at this time’ states Runah.
Entropy, the song, is relentless. We created the
soundscape so that it kept moving relentlessly in
the same direction, a gradual journey to decay.
“Entropy is a smoky and disorientating trip
hop inspired offering, seeing RUNAH
soundtrack her own undoing and loss of
control alongside spiralling, repetitive and
sophisticated, looped production.” When The
Horn Blows.

In February RUNAH released indie dance single
Same Face which was play-listed in New Music
Friday UK along with the likes of Billie Eilish and
Sam Smith. It was also selected for the Breath of
Fresh Eire and Hands in the Eire editorial
playlists, the latter of which used RUNAH's
image for the playlist cover!
Same Face was praised by critics and fans alike:
"Electronic-folk artist Runah doesn’t shy away
from a balancing act in the fantastical world
she’s created” Hotpress.
In 2019 RUNAH released her debut album
STRANGE, which has earned over 600,000
streams in just a few months, and selected for a
number of high profile Spotify Editorial Playlists.
Having wowed audiences at Ireland Music Week,
London’s infamous Groucho club, Manchester
SoFar Session to name a few, garnered praise
from the likes of HotPress, Earmilk, Clash
Magazine and Bittersweet Symphonies, and
enjoyed national and international radio play on
RTE, KCRL, Near FM, DCFM and more, RUNAH
is quickly cementing her place among the most
exciting and uniquely appealing artists working
in music today.

RUNAHis signed to Beardfire Music, the indie
label behind Patricia Lalor (now with Warner
Music Group), KTG and Martin McDonnell, run
by veteran producer and songwriter David
Virgin (SPK, Sekret Sekret, toured with Cat
Power, Nick Cave, INXS), and his sons Rohan
Healy and Al Quiff.
RUNAH also recently signed a publishing deal
with Max Music Publishing who have an
enviable track record of 100s of international
syncs including placements in FIFA, Greys
Anatomy, Fast & Furious and Grand Theft
Auto to name a few.
“…an artistic statement that looks set to
cement her status as one of the most
eclectic and interesting musicians working
today.” Bitter Sweet Symphonies on
Entropy.
‘Entropy’ Video Release date: 21 . 08 . 20
Entropy: https://youtu.be/1GeCbnnOsZo
www.runahmusic.com

